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Discourse XVIII
“As I see it, there isn’t so much to do.    Just be ordinary-put on your robes, eat your food,

and pass the time doing nothing.    You who come here from every quarter all have the idea of
seeking Buddha, seeking Dharma, seeking emancipation, seeking to get out of the three realms.
Foolish fellows!    When you’ve left the three realms where would you go?

‘Buddha’ and ‘patriarch’ are only names of praise-bondage.    Do you want to know the
three realms?    They are not separate from the mind-ground of you who right now are listening
to my discourse.    Your single covetous thought is the realm of desire; your single angry thought
is the realm of form; your single delusive thought is the realm of formlessness.    These are the
furnishings within your own house.    The three realms do not of themselves proclaim: ‘We are
the three realms!’    But you, followers of the Way, right now vividly illumining all things and tak-
ing the measure of the world, you give the names to the three realms.”

I am always speaking about the condition of the origin, the condition of the source, and
this condition of the origin always is making a new condition of the origin.    We can say the first,
second, third, fourth conditions of the origin.    And yesterday I spoke about how eventually the
condition of the origin manifests a state where it no longer has to expand any further.    It doesn’t
have to get any bigger.    And of course this condition is the condition which manifest through the
plus activity, the thus going, tatha-gata activity, the activity of existence taking the lead, and be-
ing accompanied by the minus activity, the tatha-agata, thus coming, female activity.    We call
this condition the absolute maximum.    The condition where you cannot get any bigger.    It’s the
manifestation of the great universe.

But we cannot tarry, we cannot stop at this absolute expanse.    Immediately the minus ac-
tivity, the female activity, the thus coming activity takes the lead and heads back toward the orig-
inal source.    The condition of the origin does this repetitive activity of at one time manifesting
the absolute expanse, and then manifesting the ultimate small.    We say that if the first condition
is clear, then the result will also be clear.    The cause and the effect both are without doubt, both
are absolutely clear.    And so this activity of tatha-ta, of this dharma activity is working in utmost
clarity.    But then we have to ask, “Who is it that is saying this?”    Of course it’s the
self.    Of course it’s all of you.    This self appears from the condition of the origin.    

The position of Buddhism, the definition handed down by Nyorai Zen is that existent
things, the self, comes into being when plus and minus, subject and object, separate.    

But existent things cannot always do the activity of existence.    They cannot fixate them-
selves in this state of existing.    Inevitably they will meet the activity of non-existence, and then
they will become hidden.    Somewhere they will be hidden.    Where are they hidden?    They are
hidden in the state of the oneness of subject and object. They are hidden back in the state of the
origin.    Existent beings appear meeting the activity of the separation of host and guest, the sepa-
ration of subject and object, and then they are hidden, they disappear, when they meet the activ-
ity of the unity of subject and object.

But what about human beings?    They hate death, and looking on death tears flow from
their eyes, and they suffer.    Why is this?    We have joy (sadness)    and then we suffer because
we are educated in the way that appearing and hiding aren’t called appearing and hiding.    We
are educated to call them “being born,” and “dying.”    The way we teach is that existent beings
are acting together with this condition of the origin.    They are acting with these two opposing
activities of thus coming, and thus going, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    There is no appearing or
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being hidden outside of this activity.
At the time in history where you understand that death is not death.    That death is simply

a new condition of the origin being born by becoming one again, then in that kind of culture, for
example in Japan, when this kind of understanding came up, this mutual suicide between young
lovers became popular.    It makes sense.    If you are being oppressed by your situation in society,
if things are really difficult for you, why not just think, :I should hide away in the source again.”

In the text, as I spoke about yesterday, Rinzai says, “All of you!    You who have come
from every quarter,” and this means that all of you here, gathered together in this dirtiest church
of America, everything is gathered here with you.    In the text it says, “You seek Buddha.    You
seek dharma,” and in the Chinese it says, “having ‘ushin  有心’you seek Buddha, you seek
Dharma.”    This ushin, which isn’t translated in your English version means to be attached to the
‘I am ‘ self.    The opposite of ushin, literally having mind, is mushin, having no mind, or muga
無我 , having no self.    The state of ushin is the incomplete self, a manifestation of incomplete
self.    The state of no-mind, mushin, is the complete, perfect, self.    The world of ushin, having
mind, is the world of matter, the substantial world, the world of form.    The world of mushin is
the world of no-self, no form, no matter.    We can call it the spiritual world.    

There are many ways of describing this condition of mushin, no-mind.    We can manifes-
tation of complete activity of heart, of the manifestation of the complete activity of mind, or the
manifestation of one’s true nature, or the manifestation of one’s original face.    But the state of
ushin, having mind, is the state where...it’s the material world, where subject and object are sepa-
rated, where the self, and you, this other, this you , are fixated.    

In this case if the object disappears then it’s natural for the subject to be sad.    It’s as if
this object, that which is in the standpoint of object is one’s lover, and one’s lover has died.    And
the subject, the husband in the standpoint of the subject if he disappears then it will be as if “my
sweet honey has died.”

But mushin, no-mind, is the activity in which subject and object have totally become one.
When you can manifest this position of mushin, no-mind, this spiritual world then subject and
object are neither appearing nor disappearing.    

But to think about it more deeply we have to say that mushin, no-mind, is the condition
where subject and object are one, but when this mushin separates, divides, that is when the self,
that is when the thinking self, that is when existent beings appear.    When this condition of the
origin, this zero condition, this first condition separates, then it isn’t two world which it appear,
it’s three realms which appear.    That’s the way Buddhism describes this, “One is three.”    Some
Zen scholars describe this situation as something like a stable three legged stool which has the
one world on top of it.    It’s not that this is an absolute mistake, but when I hear this kind of ex-
planation it’s immediate proof that the speaker does not really understand the activity of ‘one is
three.’    

When these three world in this activity of ‘one is three,’ the present is the self.    This self
which appears does not have the activity of dharma, the    of tatha-ta, the activity of thus coming
and thus going completely as its content.    This born self looks upon an incomplete tatha-gata
and tatha-agata, incomplete thus going and thus coming.    Both the one doing the seeing, and the
one being seen are incomplete.    This is the material world.

The reason why this self has many questions, many doubts, “What is Buddha?    What is
the world?”    Is because it’s an imperfect, incomplete self.    When Rinzai says, ”You, who have
come here from every quarter,” he means all of you are manifesting an imperfect, incomplete ac-
tivity of heart, activity of mind.    If it were complete, then that’s zero.    No need to search for
anything.    No need for anything to search for you.    But because you are incomplete you gather
here together because you want to meet Buddha, you want to meet the complete, perfect being.
Or we can say that everybody is gathered together here in order to seek dharma, in order to seek
the complete activity of dharma as well as to seek Buddha.    Although I’m always repeating my-
self, over and over again the same thing, I’ve been for over thirty years.    It would be wonderful
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if just one person could really understand what I’m saying, but I can’t say that one person has.
Everyone gets sick of Zen practice.    They say Zen practice is boring, and they end up disappear-
ing off to some place.    I’ve had alot of disciples that can be described in this way, but I guess
there’s nothing I can do about it.

And the next thing he says is, “Or they are seeking emancipation.”    People are seeking to
become saved.    Or maybe there are some people who have gathered here to escape the three
realms, to escape these worlds of past present and future, the world of desire, and the world of
form, and the world of formlessness.    

Stupid!    Rinzai yells at everybody.    If being called stupid by Rinzai here you don’t im-
mediately notice “I am still incomplete.    I am an imperfect self,” and instead of noticing that
you just sit there saying, “I have a question.    Excuse me, could I ask a question,” then it’s the
end of it right there.    

People who are really practitioners must contemplate the principle of what is true salva-
tion, what is true liberation, what is escaping these three worlds of desire, form and formless-
ness?    What would be to be saved?    For living things to be saved is to manifest the condition
where one no longer has to do the activity of living anymore.    What about liberation?    If you
are a Zen monk who can’t give a satisfactory explanation of what liberation is, then you can’t be
called the real thing.    Liberation is not the same thing as salvation.    Liberation is to become lib-
erated from salvation.    Liberation is to return to the root source, the original origin.    When the
source is arrived at, the activity of contraction, the dying activity has finished.    You no longer
need to do contracting or dying anymore.    Here you should be able to them manifest the wisdom
which clearly understands what liberation is and what salvation is.    

If can’t manifest the wisdom which understands what salvation and liberation are, then
you will forever just be spreading you incomplete self everywhere, being pulled around by vari-
ous ideas of what salvation and liberation are.    There’s no need to do the activity of living any-
more, that is salvation.    There’s no need to do the activity of dying anymore, that is liberation.
If you can catch this kind of wisdom, then this idea of transcending the three worlds will be ab-
solutely no problem for you.    Holding a strong will, with a strong will, manifesting this condi-
tion in which there's no longer any necessity to live, and manifesting the condition where you no
longer to die, will become no problem at all.    You can freely do that.    But affirming this ‘I am’
self, and believing that that is your self, then you can't do this at all.    Looking out at these pole
who are attached to their ‘I am’ self, that’s why Rinzai says, “Stupid!    Fool!    Idiot!”    

Trying to leave these three realms of past, present and future, desire, form, and formless-
ness, where do you think you are going?    He asks the practitioners.    The present self is on the
world of the present.    That’s the incomplete self.    Other than the present world there are also
these worlds of past and future.    When you are in the world of the present there are no other
worlds besides these two worlds of past and future.    There are no other worlds outside of your
self.    There’s no place to go except for the world of the future and the world of the past.    

We use the word “father,” this father is in the world of the future, living there.    And
mother is living in the word of the past.    Where will the self go?    There is no place to go other
than the worlds of father and mother.    Without understanding this principle you just become an
osho who goes around just saying whatever they want to say, and there’s nothing I can do about
that, I guess.    It doesn’t matter what you say to me, I ask you, “Where do you go?”    

Without making relationship with mother and father existent things cannot continue to
exist.    If you can make complete relationship with plus and minus, with mother and father, then
that is the complete self.     Making complete relationship with plus and minus, tatha-gata and
tatha-agata, the activity of living and the activity of dying, that is when the complete self ap-
pears.    Then everybody will think, “This Buddhism, this Zen is a difficult thing.”    But in Ny-
orai Zen we say, there’s actually nothing as easy as this.    Without fixating the self, if the self is
not fixated, then all the time one is manifesting these conditions of being saved and being liber-
ated, becoming one with tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    
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People who can stand no this position are true Zen monks.    But in Japan, although there
are some real dojos, some real practice places, when people look at Zen temples, they think,
those are just places for funerals, and the condition has become more and more deteriorated.
But that’s Japan, it’s not America so I guess anything’s okay.    But the reason I’m saying it now
is that if you think that this Zen temple style is real Zen, it’s a big mistake.    In Japan monks who
reside at Zen temples make their living on doing ceremonies, especially funerals.    But we don’t
have this custom here in America so how are we supposed to make a living.

People in the old days, people of old, wise people of old have said that this next phrase in
the text, “Buddha and patriarchs are just names of praise bondage,” is how it’s translated, they
have said that it would probably be better for that not to be in the text, but it’s here so I have to
give teisho on it.    It’s not just old people, I think the translator is misconstruing it, it’s people
who are further along in the path than us, our senpai, the wise people of the past.    People who
have learned and studied Zen.    But since Rinzai said it I should give teisho on it.    

The words “Buddha” and “patriarch” are words which are used to either praise or censure
this dharma activity, this activity which brings everything into being.    You have to manifest the
wisdom which clearly understands this principle.      The dharma activity is the activity which
makes everything appear, and also hides everything, and so we must praise it and censure it.    So
actually this is a good phrase, it’s good that it’s in the text.    Without this kind of phrase it’s not
necessary to do practice, and so that’s why it’s good that it is here.

And then Rinzai asks another question, “Do you want to know about the three realms of
desire, form, and formlessness?”    ...do not stop.    Inevitably tatha-gata and tatha-agata, subject
and object, will become one, and when that happens this is what we call the activity of empti-
ness, the activity of the origin, where past, present and future disappear.    Past, present and future
in this case are within the world of zero and manifesting the activity of zero.    This is the activity
of true love.    And are you wanting to, striving to know this condition of the three worlds?    If
you are then that’s good.    If you want to know the three realms then you have to do the activity
of zero, the activity of emptiness.    You have to do the activity of true love.    Mothers are always
doing this activity of true love.    They don’t fixate themselves, but they look upon their children
and manifest true love.    So be like a mother who without fixating herself is living for the sake of
her children.

What he’s saying is, “Are you manifesting the strong will that wants to know this activity
of the dharma or not?”    Everyone thinks that their own ‘I am’ self is the most adorable thing,
and they are all hoping that someone will come around and affirm that ‘I am’ self for them.    And
when they meet this kind of person that affirms them self, they think, “Ahhh, I’ve been saved,”
But, if that’s the condition you are in, no matter how much time passes you will never be free
from this material self.    You will never be able to manifest the spiritual self.    That isn’t really
being saved.    Really being saved is when the saving person, and the person being saved become
one.    That is the condition where you no longer need to live.    

But, although they could be doing this activity of being saved through doing the activity
of not needing to live anymore, most people are just thinking they are saved when their self is af-
firmed.    You can reads lots of articles in newspapers and magazines about people who are claim-
ing, “I’ve been saved!”    But all of these articles it seems to me are reflecting this condition of
having your material ‘I am’ self affirmed.    It’s amazing how without any embarrassment they
are crying out about how they have been saved.    

Both these people who think that they're saved, and the people who are saving them, they
have already transcended this material world.    They have dissolved this incomplete activity of
mind, and are manifesting the complete activity of mind.    If you say that you are saved, from the
standpoint of the incomplete self, if you think this incomplete self of yours can be saved, that
means you are stuck in the material world.

Rinzai is cautioning you, “You who are listening to my talk, if you are attached to this
material self, this incomplete self, be careful!”    Even though you may be listening to a talk, and
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the subject of the talk, the content of the talk is about how to become liberated from this incom-
plete self, still you are attached to this incomplete self so you can’t understand.    It’s exactly time
so we should stop.    
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